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Captivating "Kyoto", 1915 grand Federation Style house on huge land
holding of 2073 sqm approx, a rarity in itself
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Captivating "Kyoto", 1915 grand Federation style
house with superb frontage of 25.9 m approx on
huge land holding of 2073 sqm approx, is a rarity
with a rich history.

2073 sqm was enough for a young cricket lover
learning the game ? he went on to play with
Bradman in the Bodyline series. His father, also a
sportsman, took to practicing lawn bowls in the
backyard while helping to establish the local
bowling club.

2073 sqm was also enough for the next owner, a
doctor who established a shiraz and chardonnay
vineyard in the backyard beside the lawn tennis
court.

The next custodian, the current owner, has
cultivated a garden sensitive to the needs of the
local native birds and insects ? a picking flower
garden enhancing the character of this unique
period house.

Designed by prominent architect J H Laity c1915,
'Kyoto' was constructed with quality at its core.
From the impressive stonework to the stunning
coffered timber ceilings, original woodwork,
leadlights and beaten brass hardware, the
originality and honesty of this generous home is
captivating.

Original open fires, easily accessible cellar, a
walk-in pantry and private view of the Adelaide
Hills are testament to the thought that has gone
into construction.
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All information provided (including but not limited to the property's
land size, floor plan and floor size, builing age and general property
description) has been obtained from sources deemed reliable,
however, we cannot guarantee the information is accurate and we
accept no liability for any errors or oversights. Interested parties
should make their own enquiries and obtain their own legal advice.

Should this property be scheduled for auction, the Vendor's
Statement can be inspected at our office for 3 consecutive
business days prior to the auction and at the auction for 30
minutes before it starts. If you are seriously considering this
property we strongly recommend that you advise the Agent so that
you can be contacted if the Vendor decides to accept an offer prior
to auction or offers by deadline.
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